Mouth, Smile, Teeth & Jaw

What does the mouth represent? (3 marks)

Explain the different between sensuality and sexuality (2 marks)

What does it indicate when the mouth is large? (3 marks)

What does it indicate when the mouth is small? (3 marks)

What does the mouth angle indicate? (1 marks)

What does it indicate when the mouth angle turns up (when relaxed, not smiling)? (3 mark)

What does it indicate when the mouth angle is straight (forms a straight line when relaxed)? (3 mark)
What does it indicate when the mouth angle turns down (when relaxed, not smiling)? (2 mark)

What does the top lip represent? (2 marks)

What does the bottom lip represent? (2 marks)

What does it indicate when the lips are full (both lips are large and full)? (2 mark)

What does it indicate when the bottom lip is full (lower lip is distinctly larger than the bottom one)? (2 mark)

What does it indicate when the top lip is full (top lip is distinctly larger than the bottom one)? (2 mark)

What does it indicate when the bottom and top lips are thin? (3 mark)

What does it indicate when the upper lip looks like Cupid’s bow? (2 mark)
What does it indicate when there is a pronounced point of sensitivity and what does it represent? (the point in the middle of the top lip that touches the bottom lip when the mouth is closed) (2 marks)

What do the teeth represent? (2 marks)

What does it indicate when the teeth are even? (all teeth are the same length) (2 marks)

What does it indicate when there is a gap between the front teeth? (a space between the teeth) (2 marks)

What does it indicate when the front teeth are big? (much larger than the other teeth) (1 mark)

What does it indicate when the teeth are crooked? (especially bottom teeth) (2 marks)

What do bucked teeth indicate? (front teeth protrude) (2 marks)

What does it indicate when a person has a natural smile? (relaxed lips, full smile, teeth show but no gums) (1 mark)
What does it indicate when gums show when smiling? (gums show in a full smile) (2 mark)

What does it indicate when the lips stretch tight when smiling? (upper lip tight across teeth) (2 mark)

What does it indicate when the lips stay together when smiling? (1 mark)

What does a crooked smile indicate? (one side higher than the other) (2 mark)

Jaw

What does the jaw represent (3 marks)?

What does it indicate when the jaw is wide and deep? (strong right angle in the jaws) (3 marks)

What does it indicate when the jaw is curved? (no right angle in the jaw) (3 marks)

What does it indicate when the jaw is narrow? (3 marks)
What does it indicate when jowls are present along the jawline? (2 marks)

What does it indicate when the jaw has muscular ripple lines (1 mark)